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People with disabilities have relied on the support of people in their communities to overcome acces-
sibility problems for centuries. For instance, a volunteer may offer a few minutes of her time to read a
blind person’s mail aloud, or a fellow traveler may answer a quick question at the bus stop, e.g., “Is that
the 45 coming?” Professional workers, such as sign language interpretors and audio descriptionists, convert
sensory information into alternative forms, enabling a deaf student to participate in a traditional lecture and
a blind person to enjoy (or learn from) a movie. Internet connectivity has dramatically expanded the pool of
potential human supporters, but finding reliable assistance on-demand remains difficult.

This proposal is about enabling dynamic and diverse groups of people reachable via the web (the crowd)
to interactively support people with disabilities. The crowd is whoever happens to be available — from paid
workers recruited on burgeoning micro-task marketplaces, to friends and family recruited via existing social
networks, to volunteers willing to give a few minutes of their time. While someone is always available, the
crowd is dynamic and individual workers can be unreliable. New research and tools are needed so that the
crowd can reliably support people with disabilities in real-time, in the real world.

We will explore closed-loop crowd support with the following applications: VizWiz Stream will enable
blind users to have an interactive conversation with the crowd about their visual environment; AudioWiz
Stream will provide nearly real-time transcription of aural speech, and Legion and Legion VM will enable
the crowd to collectively assume control of the keyboard and mouse to complete a user-specified task on
existing desktop interfaces. These applications will inform a common model for closed-loop crowd support,
and will be iteratively improved and evaluated in lab studies and field deployments with blind and deaf users.

Intellectual Merit: Work in human-computer interaction usually assumes either a single user, or groups
of users collaborating in the same virtual space, each in control of a personal cursor. This proposal will
advance a new model in which a diverse and dynamic group collectively acts as a single operator. To be
useful in the everyday lives of people with disabilities, crowd support needs to be interactive, but human
computation (computation in which some steps are outsourced to people) is generally slow, often introducing
redundancy and layering into tasks so that multiple workers contribute and verify results at each stage.
Developing interactive systems to support people with disabilities presents numerous research challenges,
including (i) how to enable crowd support that is real-time and high-quality, (ii) how to design interfaces
that provide effective feedback even when an individual’s directions may not be followed, and (iii) how to
support collaboration between individual crowd workers without subverting methods of ensuring reliability.

Broader Impacts: The proposed research will enable people with disabilities to overcome more accessi-
bility problems independently and on-demand. We will develop and release software tools for use by blind
and deaf people, but anticipate that people with other disabilities will also benefit, e.g. people with cog-
nitive or motor impairments. People without disabilities may want to outsource interactive tasks that they
cannot do, do not want to do, or think the crowd may do better. We will release our program code as open
source, enabling other researchers to build on our results. Legion may make crowdsourcing research easier
by reducing one-off programming effort through the reuse of existing interfaces.

Our education objectives include annual summer programs in which blind and deaf high school students
will develop tools for closed-loop crowd support and serve as supporters for people with different disabil-
ities. People with disabilities are under-represented in computer science; our supportive introduction may
help to encourage some to pursue careers in computing. Undergraduate students will help develop and run
these programs, providing them with a personal exposure to accessible computing and the challenges people
with disabilities face in computing that they will carry with them into their careers. We will also develop
and publish a new course on crowdsourcing, and support student researchers at multiple levels.
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D CAREER: Closed-Loop Crowd Support for People with Disabilities

D.1 Results from Prior NSF Support

Dr. Jeffrey P. Bigham is currently the PI of the following NSF Award:
NSF EAGER #IIS-1049080, “VizWiz: Enabling Blind People to Answer Visual Questions On-the-

Go with Remote Automatic and Human-Powered Services” (9/2010 - 8/2011); VizWiz is an application
invented by Dr. Bigham that lets blind users take a picture from their existing mobile phones, speak
a question, and receive answers from people on the web quickly (in less than 30 seconds on average).
Research results include creating and evaluating abstractions that turn existing sources of crowd work
into nearly real-time human computation (UIST ’10 [9] - winner of Best Paper Award - and UIST ’11
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1.  no
2.  no

1.  it looks like 425 
degrees but the image 
is difficult to see.
2.  400
3.  450 

1.  chickpeas.
2.  beans
3.  Goya Beans

Figure 1: Three questions that blind VizWiz users have
asked along with the answers they received.

[47]). A survey paper at ASSETS ’11 consid-
ers the rich history of people with disabilities or-
ganizing the human support that they receive to
meet their expectations, and provides a taxonomy
of the design dimensions for what we call human-
powered access technology [15]. Our ACM Inter-
actions article presents a historical account of what
lessons crowdsourcing may learn from human sup-
port of people with disabilities [14].

VizWiz was released on the Apple App Store
on 5/31/2011. As of 7/14/2011, 859 different users
(the vast majority of whom are blind) have used
it to ask a total of 8,824 questions (10.3 per user
on average, SD=21.59). In addition to providing
a valuable service to blind people, the submitted
questions provide an unprecedented look into what
blind people actually want to know about their visual environments. VizWiz has highlighted the need for
interactivity in crowdsourcing - users often need to ask follow-up questions and would benefit from real-time
guidance in completing complex tasks (Figure 2). The proposed VizWiz Stream builds on this prior work, and
would enable blind users to have a interactive conversation with a dynamic crowd about their surroundings,
just as if they were talking to a sighted friend. Legion will expand the idea of interactive support to allow
users to crowdsource tasks on their existing computer interfaces that are too difficult or inaccessible.

D.2 Research Motivation and Goals

This proposal is about a future in which people with disabilities can live and work more independently,
supported by reliable intelligent technology that helps them get things done. It imagines a blind person
shopping by himself, receiving guidance from his smartphone as he finds and buys the products he wants;
it imagines a deaf person taking part not only in a mainstream classroom but also in serendipitous conver-
sations with her hearing peers when a professional interpreter is not available; and it imagines an older,
physically-impaired grandmother living in her home longer because an inexpensive assistive robot fluidly
adapts to help with new tasks as the environment and her needs change.

The past few decades have seen the development of wonderful access technology serving as both sensors
and agents onto an inaccessible world to help disabled people live and work more independently. As exam-
ples, optical character recognition (OCR) makes printed text available to blind people [42, 46], automatic
speech recognition (ASR) makes spoken language available to deaf people [29, 66], and assistive robots
help motor-impaired people interact with the world. Despite such advances, technology remains too prone
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to errors and too limited in scope to reliably address the breadth of everyday problems disabled people face.
When access technology is unreliable, it is abandoned [31, 38, 64].

A promising approach that I have been pursuing is to complement fragile automatic techniques with the
input of remote humans via human computation - computation in which some steps are outsourced to people
(the crowd) [2, 9, 11, 13, 47, 76, 83]. People with disabilities have always overcome accessibility problems
by enlisting people in their community to help [14, 15]. What has changed is connectivity, which means
helpers need not be physically present to provide assistance. People with disabilities were some of the first to
capitalize remote human assistance, via such services as video relay services for sign language speakers [65]
and remote captioners for deaf and hard-of-hearing people [33, 44]. Existing services are specialized, often
must be arranged in advance, and engage the support of costly, highly-trained professionals.

Closed-loop crowd support is my concept for enabling people with disabilities to receive real-time assis-
tance from the crowd with a wide variety of tasks. In contrast to existing work, the crowd will support users
for longer-term interactions, and the end user and crowd will be connected via a real-time feedback loop.
Plentiful human labor can now be recruited in seconds, and is accessible from anywhere for low or no cost:
from burgeoning micro-task marketplaces [57], to ones friends and family reachable by social networks and
email, to volunteers willing to donate their time. The crowd differs from the human labor available in the
past, around which existing structures have formed [15]. Specifically, predicting who will be available at
any given time is difficult, the specific people who are available changes quickly over time, and individual
people in the crowd may differ dramatically in the quality of the support they provide.

Existing models for extracting high-quality work from this group are generally asynchronous [2, 45, 49,
83], requiring minutes or hours, and are not conducive for the interactive, tight feedback loop necessary
to assist people with disabilities over the length of an interaction in the real world. For instance, an OCR
program that can only accurately assist a blind restaurant patron decipher a lengthy menu after he has left the
restaurant is not useful; a speech recognition program that can only recognize speech with a delay of several
minutes is not sufficient for deaf students to participate in class [59, 63]. Yet, such delays are the norm with
human computation today [1, 9]. Existing models introduce redundancy and layering into tasks [2, 45, 49],
enabling multiple workers to contribute and verify at each step, and cannot operate in real-time. New
research is needed to enable real-time, closed-loop crowd support.

D.2.1 The Crowd

We define the crowd to be a dynamic pool of possibly anonymous workers of varying reliability. Because
the pool is dynamic, workers come and go, and no specific worker can be relied upon to be available at
a given time or to continue working on a job for a set amount of time. Workers cannot be relied upon to
provide high-quality work of the type one might expect from a traditional employee for various reasons, e.g.
laziness, misunderstanding of task directives, or maliciousness. Finally, workers may experience delays that
are beyond their control, e.g. network bandwidth variability. New research is needed to enable the available
crowd with these characteristics to provide interactive support for people with disabilities.

For enabling closed-loop control, the dimensions of the crowd that are most relevant are (i) the time
each recruited worker continues working on the task and (ii) the quality of the worker’s output. These can
be measured empirically for a specific crowd source, but are expected to be task-dependent [77]. A related
dimension is the latency required to recruit workers to a particular job. We have developed systems that can
recruit workers from Amazon’s Mechanical Turk in seconds [9]. Once workers are recruited, the expected
latency of responses due to network delay is relatively low (800 milliseconds in our recent experiments [47]).

We run many of our experiments on Amazon Mechanical Turk because of the ease by which crowd
workers can be recruited on this platform [9,47]. Nevertheless, our frameworks are web-based and compat-
ible with worker pools from other marketplaces, volunteers drawn from social networks, or those enticed to
access our web site by other means. For instance, our current VizWiz release (Section D.1) uses a heteroge-
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neous pool — end users choose to send their questions to volunteers, workers on Mechanical Turk, and/or
friends via Twitter, Facebook and email. We are exploring how dimensions such as the perceived latency,
confidentiality, and cost affect where users send their questions.

D.2.2 Closed-Loop Crowd Support Applications

The research objectives of this proposal will be explored in the context of four applications for closed-loop
crowd support (Section D.7.2). These applications will be built utilizing a general framework adapted from
our existing work on Legion (Section D.6.3), and serve as technology probes [41], allowing us to gain a
better understanding of the support needs of target users in a real-world setting and field-test our closed-
loop crowd support technology. We will build these applications so that automatic technology can take over
support functions partially or fully as it improves.

• The VizWiz Stream mobile application will let blind users send a video and audio stream to crowd
workers who will be able to interactively support them finding and exploring visual information. Blind
users will ask questions aurally, and crowd workers will respond with text. Mediation strategies will
combine crowd responses into a single stream in such as a way as to give the illusion of a consistent
conversation with a single worker.

• The AudioWiz Stream mobile application will let deaf users send an audio stream to the crowd for
real-time transcription. Non-expert crowd workers will type what they hear as quickly as possible, and
their input will be augmented with automatic speech recognition. Input mediators will combine these
error-prone inputs together in real-time to form transcriptions more accurate than automatic speech
recognition alone and for less cost than expert captioners.

• The Legion application will let blind users experiencing an accessibility problem temporarily out-
source control of their existing interface to the crowd. We will explore confidentiality and privacy in
the context of such an interaction, how to provide effective feedback to workers even when their input
is not chosen, new models for judging crowd quality, and how to enable crowd members to collaborate
without undermining existing methods for guaranteeing high-quality results.

• The Legion VM application that will let blind end users capture existing user interfaces that are
difficult to control in real-time using Legion, e.g. drawing applications or desktop office applications.
In this model, applications will be put into virtual machines that can be copied, branched and voted on,
enabling existing human computation abstractions to be applied to ensure reliability and individual
workers to exercise longer-term strategies.

D.3 Intellectual Merit of the Proposed Work

Work in human-computer interaction usually assumes a single user; groupware has expanded this idea to
multiple users collaborating in the same virtual space, each in control of a personal cursor [40]. This proposal
advances a new model in which a diverse and dynamic group collectively acts as a single operator. Research
challenges include: inventing models that allow for robust support despite dynamic and unreliable crowds;
developing design principles for interfaces that provide effective worker feedback when an individual’s
direction may not be followed; and supporting collaboration between individual crowd workers and between
groups of crowd workers. New interactive systems will encompass these themes, and will be iteratively
improved and evaluated via lab studies and field deployments with blind and deaf users.

Standard approaches to ensuring reliability in human computation (computation in which some steps
are outsourced to people) introduce redundancy and layering into tasks, so that multiple workers contribute
and verify results at each stage. Unfortunately, this is slow. To be useful in the everyday lives of disabled
people, technology needs to be interactive, as easy and immediate as receiving support from a friend beside
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you. It will be explored in the following projects: (i) VizWiz Stream and AudioWiz Stream will enable blind
and deaf users, respectively, to have a conversation with the crowd about their visual or aural environment,
and (ii) Legion and Legion VM will enable the crowd to collectively assume control of the keyboard and
mouse to complete a user-specified task on existing desktop interfaces.

D.4 Broader Impact of Proposed Work

The proposed research will enable people with disabilities to overcome more accessibility problems inde-
pendently and on-demand. To maintain scope, this research is grounded in technology for use by blind and
deaf individuals, but will likely have applications for people with cognitive disabilities (VizWiz Stream)
and motor impairments (Legion) as well. People without disabilities may want to use tools for closed-loop
crowd support to outsource tasks that they cannot do, do not want to do, or think the crowd may do better.
Inexpensive and accurate transcription from AudioWiz Stream may allow for new applications, like real-
time translation enabled in conjunction with automatic translation. We will release our interactive systems
as open source, so that other researchers to build on our results. Legion may make crowdsourcing research
easier by reducing one-off programming effort through the reuse of existing interfaces.

My integrated education objectives are designed to address the current under-representation of people
with disabilities in computing and among those earning doctorates in STEM (only 1% of STEM doctorate
recipients are disabled, compared to 10% of STEM undergraduates [61, 78]). I will run yearly summer
programs for blind and deaf high school students in which students will develop tools for closed-loop crowd
support and serve as supporters for students with different disabilities. The supportive environment may help
encourage some to pursue careers in computing. Undergraduate students will help develop and run these
programs, providing a personal exposure to the challenges people with disabilities face in computing that
they will carry with them into their careers. I will further support student researchers from under-represented
groups. The two graduate students who have contributed to the preliminary work on closed-loop crowd
support (Section D.6) both come from groups under-represented in computer science (one is a woman,
and the other is Hispanic). They are early in their graduate careers and the student funding requested in this
proposal is intended to support them through their PhDs. Furthermore, I plan to continue hosting at least one
qualified undergraduate student with a disability in my research group each year to work on these projects.

D.5 Related Work
The proposed research is related to work on (i) human computation, (ii) human-powered access technology,
and (iii) interactive systems supporting remote and collaborative group work.

D.5.1 Human Computation

Closed-loop crowd support is a type of human computation [83], which has been shown to be useful in
many areas, including writing and editing [2], image description and interpretation [9, 84], and protein
folding [28]. Existing abstractions obtain quality work by introducing redundancy and layering into tasks
so that multiple workers contribute and verify results at each stage [45, 49]. For instance, the ESP Game
uses answer agreement [84] and Soylent uses the multiple-step find-fix-verify pattern [2]. These approaches
take time, which makes them unsuitable for real-time support for people with disabilities. Naive solutions
like recruiting a single online worker may allow for real-time control, but would subvert existing methods
of achieving reliability and are not robust to workers leaving (common in the crowd). New research is
necessary to make human computation interactive.

Real-time human computation has only started to be explored. My VizWiz system [9], described in
more detail in Section D.6.1, is one of the first systems to target nearly real-time response from the crowd. It
introduced a queuing model to help ensure that workers were available quickly on-demand. The concept of
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closed-loop crowd support requires multiple users to be available at the same time so that multiple workers
can collectively contribute. Prior systems have shown that multiple workers can be recruited for collabora-
tion by having workers wait until enough workers have arrived [26, 84]. Adrenaline combines the concepts
of queuing and waiting to recruit crowds (groups) in less than 2 seconds from existing sources of crowd
workers [1]. Closed-loop crowd support similarly uses the input of multiple workers, but differs from prior
work because it supports engaging workers for longer closed-loop support tasks.

D.5.2 Human-Powered Access Technology

People with disabilities have long solved accessibility problems with the support of people in their com-
munity. I defined human-powered access technology as technology that facilitates and, ideally, improves
interactions between disabled people and human assistants [15]. Increasing network connectivity has made
remote services possible that once required human supporters to be co-located. For example, both remote
captioning services [33, 44] and video relay services [65] are popular. Early work on human computation
and crowdsourcing was motivated by the desire to improve accessibility. For instance, an original motivation
for the ESP Game was to describe web images for blind users [84]. As other examples, Social Accessibil-
ity uses the crowd to make web pages more accessible [76], the ASL-STEM Forum used a crowd of ASL
speakers to build up sign language in technical areas [25], and Bookshare leveraged its user community
to build one of the largest collections of accessible books [21]. These services all operate asynchronously.
Closed-loop crowd support will advance on-demand, interactive support for people with disabilities.

D.5.3 Remote and Collaborative Group Work

Individual users have controlled interfaces remotely as long as networked systems have existed, dating back
to early terminals that allowed users to log in and control time-sharing systems. With graphical user inter-
faces came remote display protocols such as the X Window System [69], and Virtual Network Computing
(VNC) [67] became popular. The main difference between these prior systems and closed-loop crowd sup-
port is the idea that multiple workers could collectively control the end user’s interface directly. Real time
groupware allows remote users to collaborate in shared online spaces [40], and many online games and
multi-user dungeons (MUDs) likewise allow users to play or interact in the same space with one another.
In contrast, Legion synthesizes the input of multiple workers to act as a single controller of existing inter-
faces. A few web-based games allow multiple users to control a single interface. For example, Massively
Multiplayer Pong allows all of the current players to control the paddle [56]. Its interface displays both the
“real” paddle position and the user-specific paddle position. Maynes-Aminzade et al. have brought these
techniques into the real world by enabling large audiences to collectively control a projected interface with
collective actions like leaning to the left or right [55].

Prior work has considered how graphical user interfaces could be controlled automatically. Early work
in this area used operating system APIs, but these projects quickly ran into problems because limitations in
the APIs meant that many interfaces could not be correctly interpreted and manipulated in this way. Recent
projects have taken a more robust low-level, pixel-based approach to interpreting and manipulating GUI
components [32, 87]. Such systems have been motivated in part by their potential applications for people
with disabilities [16,50], but cannot yet handle the breadth of accessibility problems people with disabilities
have using GUIs. Engaging the crowd allows for not only the interpretation and manipulation of GUI
components but also higher-level planning that increases flexibility in how end users decide to automate
their interfaces and what can be automated.

Prior systems have enabled real-time control from the web, often in the context of robotics [62, 70].
Goldberg et al. enabled groups of web users to collectively control a web cam [75] and make navigation
decisions for a human actor [39] by interactively choosing regions of interest in captured images. Such
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Preheat to 400, remove from 
box, cover edges with foil and 
put on tray, cook 70 minutes

Instructions are likely on 
the other side of the box.

Box is mostly out of 
frame to the right.

… …
Figure 2: Sequence of pictures taken to answer, “How do I cook this?” with VizWiz. Each question was answered

quickly, but cooking instructions took 10 minutes to receive as crowd workers helped the user frame the right part of
the box. VizWiz Stream (Section D.7.2) will support closed-loop interaction between end user and crowd.

systems are often special-purpose creations, whereas the proposed research will pursue a general model of
closed-loop crowd support. Legion and Legion VM will be built to control existing interfaces.

D.6 Preliminary Work on Closed-Loop Crowd Support

My preliminary work illustrates the feasibility of closed-loop crowd support through three early prototypes.
VizWiz [9] and AudioWiz [86] demonstrate that existing crowds can respond in nearly real-time to acces-
sibility problems, and Legion [47] demonstrates that the crowd can provide closed-loop, real-time support.
These prototypes will enable a quick start to pursuing research necessary to advance the general concept.
This work has been supported by an NSF EAGER Award (Section D.1) and a Google Research Award.

D.6.1 VizWiz: Nearly Real-time Answers to Visual Questions

VizWiz allows blind people to take a picture, speak a question, and quickly receive answers from human
workers (Figure 1). The picture and audio question are packaged into a web-based answering interface, and
users can choose who they want to answer each question, drawn from any combination of volunteers (via
the web page), friends and family (reachable via Facebook, Twitter, or email), or web-based workers (via
Amazon’s Mechanical Turk [57]). A blind blogger (unassociated with the project) independently produced
a video that demonstrates how a blind person uses VizWiz.1

Releasing VizWiz created a “living laboratory” that has yielded insights into what blind people may truly
want to know about their visual environments. Not surprisingly, they wanted to know about a lot more than
just color and text! As examples, they wanted to know if their clothes matched, what setting their appliances
were on, and whether there were empty picnic tables across the park (Figure 1). Participants knew that their
questions were being answered by people and often wanted to enter into a dialog with the answerer (Figure
2). VizWiz Stream will allow users to have a conversation with the crowd.

My quikTurkit toolkit enables crowd resources not designed to be interactive (e.g., Mechanical Turk)
to respond in nearly real-time. Applications using quikTurkit send a signal when they believe that a user
may soon want crowd support, which causes quikTurkit to begin queuing workers. VizWiz signals that a
question might be coming soon when users begin taking a picture. In a deployment with 11 blind users,
VizWiz received an answer in less than 30 seconds on average, with a total average cost of just $0.07 per
question [9]. Multiple workers provide separate answers to improve reliability. While crowd markets may
evolve, Mechanical Turk has been a reliable source of easily-recruited workers for several years. quikTurkit
also recruits workers for AudioWiz and Legion.

1http://bit.ly/noeyesneeded-vizwiz
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Figure 3: The Legion framework lets the crowd control existing interfaces. In this example, a user has outsourced
transcription of a hand-drawn table to a spreadsheet. The Legion client allows end users to choose a portion of their
screen to crowdsource, sends a video stream of the interface to the server, and simulates events (key presses, mouse
clicks) when the server instructs. The server recruits workers, aggregates the input of multiple crowd workers using
flexible input mediators, and forwards the streaming video from the client to the crowd workers. The web interface

presents the streaming video, collects worker input (key presses and mouse clicks), and gives workers feedback.

D.6.2 AudioWiz: Nearly Real-time Audio Description

AudioWiz is an analogous application to VizWiz that is designed for deaf and hard of hearing people [86].
The AudioWiz iPhone app continuously records and keeps a buffer of the last 30 seconds of audio that it
hears. When the user chooses, perhaps because they have reason to believe that they have missed something
in audio, the past 30 seconds of audio are sent to the crowd for description (an idea introduced in [54]).
AudioWiz explores the concept of retroactive accessibility that is, it can help solve access problems after
they occur. It does this by keeping a recording of the last 30 seconds of audio that it has heard, and only
processing it when the user chooses. Samuel White, an undergraduate who worked with me on this project,
won the ACM Student Research Competition at ASSETS 2010 with his work on AudioWiz.

D.6.3 Legion: Real-time Crowd Control of Existing Interfaces
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Figure 4: Average time required to complete the robot
navigation task with Legion with each of several input
mediators, along with the fraction of successful runs.
solo was the fastest but only completed 4 of 10 runs,

whereas leader was close in time and completed all runs.
Choosing leaders based in crowd agreement in leader
outperformed active, which chooses leaders randomly.

Legion allows end users to easily capture existing
GUIs and outsource them for collaborative, closed-
loop control by the crowd. It addresses two main
limitations of prior crowdsourcing systems: (i) tasks
first needed be repackaged for proper display to
crowd workers, which generally required substan-
tial one-off programming effort and support infras-
tructure; and (ii) crowds generally participated asyn-
chronously, without a tight feedback loop between
workers and their task. Legion introduces a new
view of crowd computing that surpasses both limita-
tions by using existing graphical user interfaces and
putting the crowd in control of the mouse and key-
board.

To use Legion, users first select a portion of their desktop interface that they would like the crowd to
control, provide a natural language description of the task for the crowd to perform, and offer a price that they
are willing to pay (Figure 3). Legion then forwards a video feed of the interface to the crowd and forwards
key presses and mouse clicks made by the crowd back to the interface. To improve reliability, multiple
workers are recruited to collaboratively complete the task. A fundamental question relevant to both Legion
and closed-loop crowd support in general is how to effectively mediate crowd work to balance reliability
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with the desire for real-time, closed-loop control of the interface. Legion coordinates task completion by
recruiting crowd workers, distributing the video feed, and providing a flexible mediation framework to
synthesize the input of multiple crowd workers.2

We have used Legion to turn an inexpensive webcam robot into one that intelligently follows natural
language commands. We have outsourced bits of office work using a word processor and spreadsheet. We
have used it to outsource the tedious parts of a game and to fill in for us while we get a drink while playing
a multiplayer game requiring constant attention. We have used it to augment the intelligence of a predictive
keyboard by typing using a software keyboard while the crowd chooses suggestions from the predictions.
Not all of these use cases currently work flawlessly, but they effectively illustrate the broad possibilities and
feasibility of outsourcing existing interfaces to the crowd for real-time, closed-loop control.

Legion supports experimentation with different ways of combining the input of multiple crowd workers
in real-time while retaining reliability guarantees. Although there are numerous approaches that could be
taken, the following five mediation strategies were explored in the first version of Legion: (i) solo control
by a single crowd worker, (ii) mob rule in which all input from all workers is serialized and forwarded to
the interface, (iii) voting over small time windows in which only the most popular vote is forwarded to
the interface, (iv) choosing a random active worker for control, switching only when they become inactive,
and (v) using crowd-agreement to dynamically elect a leader whose input is immediately forwarded to the
interface and whose time in control is a function of their reputation built over time.

We compared these mediation strategies in an experiment in which we asked crowd workers from Me-
chanical Turk to do two substantially different tasks. In the first, we used Legion to outsource control of an
existing mobile webcam to help it navigate to a specific point in a room, and in the second we asked the
crowd to transcribe a table in a photo into a spreadsheet program (Figure 3). In both experiments, crowd
workers coordinated with the leader mediation strategy completed all tasks and did so significantly faster
than using any other mediation strategy. Figure 4 shows the observed completion times and rates for the
different mediation strategies on the robot control task. Each task was completed by between 3-5 workers
for a total of $0.35, although the marketplace continues to evolve and we did not try to optimize this cost.

The fact that the leader input mediator did consistently best would go against the notion of the wisdom
of the crowds, if the leader had not been elected by the crowd. To compute crowd agreement, we first divide
time into windows (we used one second windows), and create a bag-of-words vector out of all of the actions
performed for each worker and for all workers combined. We then use the vector-cosine similarity metric
to compute a worker’s agreement for that window. The final crowd agreement metric used to select a leader
is based on both the crowd agreement for the current window and the crowd agreement calculated in the
previous time window. The effect is that once a leader gains control they are likely to keep it for at least
several time windows, and the level of consistency can be controlled by the relative weights of the current
window’s crowd agreement versus the last window’s crowd agreement.

D.7 Research Plan

The primary research objectives of this proposal are to invent, develop, and evaluate a general framework
for closed-loop crowd support. This research will be grounded in the invention and evaluation of four
applications designed to provide support for people with disabilities: VizWiz Stream and AudioWiz Stream
will enable the crowd to provide nearly real-time interpretation of sensory information for blind and deaf
users; and Legion and Legion VM will enable the crowd to control existing interfaces to overcome remaining
problems in accessible computing. We will develop a common framework to enable closed-loop crowd
support in these diverse applications. Our user-centered design and evaluation of these applications will
focus on distilling common principles that can be applied to designs in this space.

2A video demonstration of Legion is available at: http://hci.cs.rochester.edu/projects/legion/.
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D.7.1 Toward a General Model for Closed-Loop Crowd Support

The general model of closed-loop crowd support is based on Legion (Section D.6.3) and is as follows:
Crowd workers are presented with a task to complete, which can either be supplied by the user (such as in
the case of Legion and VizWiz Stream) or supplied by the application upon a user’s request (e.g., the task
in AudioWiz Stream is always to transcribe audio). Crowd workers independently provide input to help
accomplish that task. For instance, Legion workers send key commands and mouse clicks, while VizWiz
Stream workers write textual guidance. Input mediators receive these multiple streams and synthesize them
into a single stream. Input mediators can include varying levels of intelligence, for instance just passing all
input through or using some notion of context or history to preferentially include the input of some workers,
e.g. the leader input mediator in Legion uses crowd agreement to weight different crowd workers.

A primary research goal is to develop a unifying model and framework for closed-loop crowd support.
The list below summarizes some of the unique considerations for technology in this space; the following
subsection will describe these challenges in the context of the four specific applications that we will develop.

• Input Characteristics: Crowd input may come as discrete key presses or mouse clicks (as in Le-
gion), as textual natural language, or as richer signals like audio or video. Discrete inputs can make
determining crowd agreement easier, but crowd inputs for VizWiz and AudioWiz Stream are in the
higher-dimensional space of natural language. Standard similarity metrics for comparing and aligning
text strings may fail to recognize semantic similarity, and so more powerful methods may be required.
Natural language takes longer to write than a single keypress or mouse click, and so new input medi-
ators may need to be developed that work over longer or dynamic time windows. As we develop new
input mediators, we will work to ensure they are agnostic to the underlying signal. For instance, input
mediators may support any input signal as long as a similarity metric has been defined.

• Feedback: Feedback is a primary dimension of usability [60]. Without a tight feedback loop, a user
may not know if her instructions were received or how to adjust her input to accomplish her goal.
Closed-loop crowd control can break the natural feedback loop. With multiple workers contributing
input, some input will not be forwarded through (not chosen by the input mediator), and inputs by
other workers will make it through (which may be confusing because workers will see the results of
those workers input but not the input itself). Interfaces for closed-loop crowd control need to provide
appropriate feedback to facilitate a useful feedback loop even when a worker’s input is not forwarded.

• Structure and Collaboration: Crowd workers in Legion all performed the same jobs. In some
cases, it may make sense to have different members of the crowd serve different roles. For instance,
some workers could be assigned to evaluate the work of others to create more robust worker quality
estimates. It may be desirable for workers who are all trying to accomplish the same goal to col-
laborate in the context of real-time crowd support. Applications will need to be designed to allow
collaboration in such a way that does not subvert the quality control of input mediators.

• Exercising Consistent Strategies: Dynamic crowds can have difficulty exercising consistent strate-
gies as workers come and go, and, depending on the input mediator used, particular workers with
more influence come and go. Many interactions for which crowd support might be useful would ben-
efit from consistent strategies. For instance, consider a blind person who is trying to find a restroom
in an unfamiliar building. If no restroom door is clearly visible, it would be nice if the crowd could
have a collective memory of where they have already explored.

• Privacy, Anonymity, and Confidentiality: Human-powered access technologies have long consid-
ered expectations of privacy, anonymity, and confidentiality [15]. In prior services, such as relay
services for sign language speakers, privacy and anonymity were difficult to maintain and so the ser-
vices have instead adopted a model of confidentiality. Vetted workers subscribe to a code that prevents
them from sharing private interactions. Users may wish to use crowd workers that they trust (such
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as friend or family); eventually, vetted crowd workers may be formed from either volunteers or paid
employees. Closed-loop crowd support may enforce dynamicity in crowd workers so that each indi-
vidual worker receives only a small portion of the total input signal [51], e.g. only a few words of a
private conversation transcribed by AudioWiz Stream. Most important is that tools properly convey
expectations so that users can make informed choices.

D.7.2 Applications

The four applications that we will create will use a common framework based on Legion (Section D.6.3).
VizWiz Stream and AudioWiz Stream will be implemented on the iPhone platform, a popular and accessible
mobile platform, on which we have an established base (Section D.1). Legion and Legion VM will be
desktop applications initially developed on Mac OS X, which includes a powerful (and free) screen reader
called VoiceOver. All worker interfaces will be cross-platform web applications implemented with Adobe
Flash. We may consider HTML5 as its browser penetration increases and its capabilities advance. Server
mediation infrastructure will reuse components from Legion, which is written in Java.

• VizWiz Stream: VizWiz Stream is an iPhone application that will be designed for blind people to
use to get interactive feedback from crowd workers about their visual environments. Users may use
it to have a more interactive experience than is currently possible with our existing VizWiz applica-
tion, including for more complex interactions like navigating an unfamiliar environment. When the
user chooses, the VizWiz application will capture both audio and video of the environment from the
existing sensors on their iPhone, and forward it to a remote server running Flash Media Server [34],
which will then forward the audio and video to crowd workers. Users will speak their questions and
this audio will be forwarded immediately to the crowd. Crowd workers will type their responses back.
Input mediators will choose which strings to send back to users. Prior systems have provided remote
sighted guidance [37, 52, 73], but have paired each end user with a specific professional supporter.

• AudioWiz Stream: The AudioWiz Stream mobile application will stream audio to the crowd for
real-time transcription. Our AudioWiz prototype (Section D.6.2) provides nearly real-time descrip-
tions of audio events, whereas AudioWiz Stream will target transcribing speech with low enough
latency to be useful in real-world settings, such as classrooms or even conversations. Real-time cap-
tioning is usually provided by professional captionists [44] that cost up to $200/hr because of the skill
required [33]. ASR is still not accurate enough [63, 85]. Captioning services must be arranged in
advance, which can cause students to miss informal learning opportunities. Related work has had
crowd workers correct captioning errors [59] and transcribe lectures off-line [53]. AudioWiz Stream
will address the cost of real-time captioning and make it available on-demand.
Instead of relying on professional captioners, AudioWiz Stream will ask multiple crowd workers to
type what they hear in a live audio stream without worrying about completeness and without going
back to correct mistakes. Crowd workers will be drawn from standard sources like Mechanical Turk
and volunteers, but we will also explore how students in a class that is being transcribed may also
contribute because fellow students may be particularly familiar with jargon being used by the speaker.
The research challenge is to merge imperfect transcription streams into a single accurate text stream.
Our hypothesis is that by not requiring full transcripts from each individual worker, even non-experts
will be able to contribute, and that merging the results of multiple workers will result in accuracy
better than state-of-the-art speech recognition. Preliminary experiments suggest that non-expert crowd
workers can transcribe chunks of audio with relatively low latency (only a couple of seconds in our
tests) and that errors are independent of those made by ASR (Figure 5).
Synthesizing these inputs will need to be robust to problems like errors, insertions, and omissions, and
will need to align transcriptions over time. Therefore, we will invent new input mediators to prob-
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Figure 5: Transcriptions by Google ASR and 5 crowd workers from Mechanical Turk for a portion of 60 seconds of
speech. Results suggest that merging the input of multiple non-expert workers may result in accurate, nearly

real-time transcription. The left edge of each box represents when that word was received; boxes with the same color
were manually coded to represent the same word position; and italicized words in red are incorrect.

abilistically align streams. The sequence alignment problem can be optimally solved with dynamic
programming, and probabilistic versions more robust to errors have been explored in other domains
(e.g., computational biology [27]). Prior solutions have generally assumed complete sequences; tran-
scribing speech will need to align sequences in an online fashion. A solution may be to align word
streams over time windows. To help with alignment, the audio playing in crowd workers’ browsers
may be synchronized to what they type. We may also learn crowd worker reliability to find those
who may offer better templates. We also have access to the Google Speech API as part of my Google
Research Award; its high-quality ASR service may serve as a stable signal to support alignment.

• Legion: Legion was previously described in Section D.6.3. This existing prototype will be improved
and used to study general aspects of closed-loop control of exiting interfaces, such as the following:

– Collaboration: Legion currently lets the crowd act as a single user of an existing interface,
but for some tasks it may be important for the crowd to be able to collaborate, either with other
groups of crowd workers or with the end user. For instance, in an assistive keyboard scenario
that we explored [47], the crowd would often choose a suggestion before the user was finished
typing. Interfaces in which the crowd and end user work together must manage initiative.

– Hierarchical Control: A common approach for enabling high-quality work from the crowd
is to decompose tasks into layers and have separate workers complete tasks and vet work at
each stage [45, 49]. Legion uses crowd agreement to judge the quality of crowd workers, but
agreement at a low-level may not reflect the best higher-level strategy. An approach more in line
with prior work would be to have a separate group of crowd members observe crowd work and
vote on who (or which strategy) is best.

– Continuous Control: The existing Legion prototype cannot control all interfaces because it
does not support pointer paths or dragging. Such non-discrete interactions require new methods
for determining crowd agreement and for providing effective feedback to workers.

We will also work with other researchers to develop Legion as a platform that they can use for crowd-
sourcing research, and create a developer website for others to use. Because Legion enables existing
interfaces to be controlled by the crowd, it may make crowdsourcing research easier by reducing one-
off programming effort and by allowing developers to reuse familiar tools and development platforms.

• Legion VM: Existing approaches for deriving high-quality work from the crowd introduce redun-
dancy and layering into tasks, so that multiple workers contribute and verify results at each stage.
For instance, CrowdForge supports a MapReduce-like structure in crowd work [45]. These abstrac-
tions are not easily employed on existing interfaces, but instead require one-off programming effort to
package new tasks for the crowd [47]. Legion VM will explore a different model in which end users
outsource existing applications while benefiting from redundancy-based abstractions.
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Figure 6: An example scenario that may be supported by Legion VM. A blind user has used Legion VM to create a
diagram of a flower. The user has divided this process into three steps. Three crowd members perform each step
separately in a private VM, and then other crowd workers vote on the best, which is carried on to the next stage.

Legion VM encapsulates existing applications in virtual machine instances that can be copied and
worked on separately by individual crowd workers (Figure 6). An end user first decomposes her task
into a set of steps and initializes the VM into a good starting state (for instance, if they will be asking
the crowd to do image editing, they might start up their image editor and load the image). Legion VM
encapsulates this state into a virtual machine file, copies this file, loads multiple copies, and allows
multiple crowd workers to independently complete the task through a Flash-based VNC connection to
each virtual machine. This allows Legion VM to implement existing abstractions; for instance, having
multiple workers complete a task and having a different set of workers vote on who completed the task
best. The original end user can rejoin this virtual machine when the inaccessible task is completed.
We have implemented a prototype of Legion VM using VMWare Fusion [82] and the existing Flash-
based FlashLight-VNC client [36] (Figure 6), demonstrating the feasibility of this approach. Research
is needed to enable blind users to prepare these virtual machines, isolate good abstractions for this type
of crowd work, and understand expected trade-offs in dimensions like latency, accuracy, and cost.

D.7.3 Lab Studies and Field Deployment with People with Disabilities

Applications will be designed with a user-centered design process leveraging existing relationships with
the National Federation of the Blind (NFB) and the National Technical Institute for the Deaf (NTID). Dr.
Bigham is active in the accessibility community, and has personal connections with a large number of people
with disabilities. For example, more than 200 blind people follow him on Twitter (@jeffbigham) due to his
history developing and releasing accessible technology. Such connections, and their willingness to spread
study announcements to their networks, has attracted large participation rates in prior studies [6, 9, 43].

Evaluating innovative, early-stage technologies is difficult - direct comparisons do not always exist
and quantitative measures can be highly influenced by prototype quality. We will therefore use a mixed
approach to evaluating these technologies using both quantitative and qualitative measures. All four of our
applications lend themselves to evaluation with some standard measures, such as accuracy, latency, cost,
and efficiency, and we will use appropriate measures to evaluate each. For instance, for AudioWiz Stream,
latency and word error rate are two common quantitative measures that can be compared across systems.
Field deployments will provide a qualitative perspective on this work. For instance, we may use a structured
interview to learn more about participants’ experiences with the technology before, during, and after use.

Lab Studies: Lab studies of closed-loop crowd support will proceed in three stages. We will conduct
initial tests of our systems with local crowds recruited to our lab, which will allow us to observe firsthand
how workers use our systems. For instance, if we find that users are confused by unexpected feedback
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in Legion, we may vary several design alternatives to discover which best matches worker expectations.
We will then try these techniques with remote crowd workers, either recruited via services like Amazon
Mechanical Turk or by other means. Finally, we will conduct studies with both local and remote crowds
with blind and deaf users.

Field Deployments: Closed-loop crowd support will not succeed if it does not respect the human
values of its users [35, 72] and fit their existing lifestyle, work, and social patterns [3]. By releasing the
applications for a longer period of time, we hope to gain a better sense of how disabled people might adopt
(or not) the applications that we create. In our initial deployment of VizWiz [9], we still observed numerous
examples of what we believe to be novelty effects over a week long study. The proposed studies will last
several months to facilitate evaluation in the Confirmation stage of technology adoption [68] in which users
decide if they actually want to continue using the technology. Releasing four applications that use the
closed-loop crowd support approach may lead to more generalizable results. Field deployments will vary by
application. For AudioWiz Stream, we will work with partners at the NTID to find deaf participants, and will
specifically focus on interactions in the educational setting. For VizWiz Stream, we will pursue longer-term
deployment of several months, leveraging our existing VizWiz user base. Developmental versions of Legion
and Legion VM will present security challenges. As a result, we may conduct smaller field deployments
with fewer participants who can be highly trained, or use crowds of vetted workers.

D.8 Education and Outreach

My education plan engages high school, undergraduate, and Ph.D. students, with the goal of broadening
participation in computing by people with disabilities and raising awareness about accessibility.

D.8.1 Summer Programs for High School Students with Disabilities
One education objective of this proposal is to develop new curriculum for blind and deaf students to build
new tools for closed-loop crowd support. Students who have not programmed before will create interfaces
that will allow them to both give and receive support. Blind students will use framework code provided
by us to build VizWiz variations that focus on visual interactions particularly important to them, such as
identifying homework assignments or ensuring that their clothes matches. Students will be provided with
a basic programming environment to build and test these variations. Deaf students will build variations
of AudioWiz (Section D.6.2) to focus on aural interactions, such as describing the noise a pet makes or
identifying when someone is talking. Students will also build accessible interfaces allowing students from
each group to support the other (deaf students supporting blind students, and vice versa).

I developed the original accessible computer science curriculum for the 1st and 2nd Youth Slam held in
2007 and 2009 [4] in which students created intelligent instant messenger chatbots.3 This year I updated this
curriculum with support of NSF-funded AccessComputing to have students create location-aware iPhone
applications. Given framework code and a tutorial by us, students were able to write their own interfaces
to navigation information, starting with raw latitude, longitude, and compass information, and building up
to applications that could help them find target locations and play GPS “tag.” With the support of a high
instructor to student ratio, students without substantial programming experience successfully wrote real
computer programs in environments like those they may need to use in future computing courses.

I will run summer programs based on this curriculum for blind and deaf students during each year of
this award, which will be included as part of two existing programs: (i) the National Federation of the Blind
(NFB) Youth Slam, and (ii) the Summer Academy for Deaf and Hard of Hearing Students at the University
of Washington (see included support letters from NFB and UW). The NFB and the National Technical
Institute for the Deaf (NTID) will serve as consultants as we develop our curriculum, and the success of

3Accessible Youth Slam curriculum is available at: http://webinsight.cs.washington.edu/youthslam/.
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these programs will be measured as part of their existing validations conducted as part of these programs.
NTID may also include our curriculum in their TechGirlz program for deaf middle and high school girls.

The benefits of these programs are two-fold: first, students with disabilities will be introduced to com-
puter science in a supportive, fun environment that may encourage them to pursue computing as a profession;
and, second, five undergraduate computer science students will help run the program each year, providing
a personal introduction to accessible computing that they may carry with them into their careers. My expe-
rience with the Youth Slam dramatically altered my perspective, and I hope this program will similarly be
an opportunity for both those enrolled in the program and for the undergraduates supporting them to learn
about accessible computing and pedagogy. Students who work with me on the summer programs may be
better equipped to conduct more impactful research in accessible computing because of the experience.

D.8.2 Ph.D.-Level Course on Crowdsourcing
I will create a new course, Crowdsourcing, aimed at Ph.D. students and advanced undergraduate students.
The University of Rochester has been traditionally strong in artificial intelligence, natural language, and
computer vision, and I will design this new course as a bridge to students in these areas by including relevant
crowdsourcing use cases, e.g. [23, 30, 71, 74]. I will also develop new modules on real-time crowdsourc-
ing and human-powered access technology inspired by my research to include in the course, which to my
knowledge have no direct equivalents at other universities. I have already created two courses, (CSC 210:
Web Programming) and (CSC 212: Human-Computer Interaction), that are new to my universitys curricu-
lum. I enjoy creating courses, and incorporate elements of my own research into both course motivation
and assignments, even for introductory courses. I will release all course materials and lectures as captioned
videos on the web for the benefit of other students and educators.

D.8.3 Research Experience for Students
All of my students, including undergraduates, form an integral and valued part of my research team; they
work closely with me to build prototypes, formulate and conduct user studies, write papers, and present at
research venues. This proposal will fund two Ph.D. students from computer science to work with me on all
aspects of this proposal including the design, implementation, evaluation, and validation of human-backed
access technology, and education components. I intend to recruit at least one undergraduate researcher,
funded through the NSF REU Scholars program, if possible. I further intend to host an additional qualified
undergraduate with a disability during each summer, recruited and supported with the assistance of Access-
Computing (see the included letter). Engaging qualified students with disabilities on the research team may
lead to better research results through both their direct contributions to research products and the informal
educational opportunities their participation may afford the other members of my team.

D.9 Research Outlook, Experience, and Dissemination

I believe I am uniquely positioned to execute the research and education activities outlined in this proposal.
Nearing the end of my second year at the University of Rochester, I have published a number of technical
papers at top-tier conferences [5,8,9,12,18,22,24,25,47,48,81], a book chapter [17], and several workshop
papers and magazine articles [10, 14, 58, 79, 80]. Most of this work is related to the concept of closed-loop
crowd support. I also founded the ROC HCI Research Group (hci.cs.rochester.edu), a new research group
whose members number nearly 20. My WebAnywhere service is used by more than 1500 people each week,
many of whom would not otherwise have web access [20]. In addition to blind users, people with reading
difficulties are using it and educators are using it to help teach about accessible computing.4 I have been

4WebAnywhere is currently used in education programs at the University of Washington, Georgia Tech, MIT, University of
Wisconsin, University of Rochester, and elsewhere. Try it at http://webanywhere.cs.washington.edu/beta/.
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presented many awards for my work, reflecting the impact of my work both within academia and beyond
it: the Microsoft Imagine Cup Accessible Technology Award (2008), two W4A Accessibility Challenge
awards (2008, 2010), two ACM ASSETS Best Student Paper Awards (2008, 2009), a UIST Best Paper
Award (2010), and the MIT Technology Review Top 35 Innovators Under 35 Award (2009).

While a Ph.D. student at the University of Washington, I contributed to NSF-funded projects on which
my thesis advisor, Dr. Richard E. Ladner, was the PI. Under Award IIS-0415273, I led the WebInSight
project for improving web accessibility, including WebInSight for Images [11], Accessmonkey [13], We-
bAnywhere [8, 19, 20], WebinSitu [7] and Usable Audio CAPTCHAs [6]. Under grant CNS-0837508, I
developed Computer Science curriculum for the NFB Youth Slam, which I led in 2007 and 2009 [4]. Under
award IIS-0915268, I helped to create an online forum for expanding sign language coverage in STEM [25]
and ClassInFocus for connecting expert interpreters with deaf students in STEM [24].

Research and education results will be disseminated via appropriate journals and conferences, e.g. ACM
ASSETS, CHI, UIST, SIGCSE and TACCESS. Whenever possible, we will work with our Internal Review
Board to appropriately release study data to other researchers, and will release our code as open source. See
the included Data Management Plan for details. I am on the 8-member architecture committee for the Global
Public Inclusive Infrastructure (gpii.org), an international effort to build accessibility in the cyberinfrastruc-
ture, including cloud- and crowd-based technologies. Committee members are mostly drawn from top tech
companies, like Microsoft, Google, and IBM, helping my research to have near-term impact in industry.

D.10 Statement of Work

The chart below shows my proposed research and education schedule. Research and user-centered design
will begin quickly leveraging existing prototypes (Section D.6), and will evaluated first in lab studies and
later via field deployments. All tools will be iteratively improved throughout, and released and documented
as open source projects. Accessible summer program curriculum will be developed and refined during each
year. Two graduate students have led the development of VizWiz and AudioWiz, and Legion and Legion
VM, respectively. These students will begin their second year this fall, and my expectation is that the
continuation of these projects will form their respective Ph.D. theses. The separation between the real-time
interpretation of sensory information and the control of existing interfaces in these projects forms a natural
division of work, so that these students can collaborate while pursuing independent directions.
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